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by commas and three dots. Recurring images of wind or water, in conjunc-tion with a continual noting of the changing position of the sun and/or time of day, convey successfully a sense of the flow of time. The prose rushes along fluidly in a manner reminiscent of Kerouac's spontaneous writing. It has the same feeling of having been written all at once, poured straight from the writer's mind to the waiting page. Yet it is more carefully constructed and poetic than most of Kerouac's prose, more self-conscious as well. McClintock pushes the limits of the distinction between prose and poetry, as did Amy Lowell in her early experiments with "polyphonic prose." Both poets employ typically poetic techniques such as alliteration, onomatopoeia, repetition and rhythm in their prose. McClintock's is, 1 believe, more successful, because of the alternation of these prose passages with haiku, which provides a sharp focus and a contrast for the prose. His prose also benefits from his use of certain haiku techniques: the imagery is at once sharp, crystal-cut, and suggestive, and not a superfluous word is included.
Let us look first at Solstice, which is about experiencing the onset of winter alone in a cabin somewhere in the Sierra Nevada. No overt mention is made of the narrator's presence in the midst of what he describes, but some of the details transmit an awareness of an experiencing persona.
Section 1 introduces the central images and themes of the piece. Wind and snow are used throughout as symbols of movement, flux, and change on the one hand; of stillness, eternity, and the void on the other. To convey the feeling of motion, the word "wind" appears three times. There is also a water-motif established through the sibilance of lines such as "streaming down steep slopes" and "in waves like tidal seawalls the cold of the solstice breaks," and frequent use of the present participle and verbs such as "streaming," "flying," "shivering," "leaping," "rush," "sweep," and "wash." In opposition to this turbulence of wind and water in motion is placed the cold, the stillness of snow and ice. In the second paragraph of this section McClintock places himself within the scene, alone in a cabin at noon, trying to build a fire, as
once swiftly
round the house,  flurry of snow
Section 2 begins as "The winds drop, the snow-banners fall back." again using these two symbols of wind and snow to signal a decrescendo of activity. Everything comes to a standstill, ominously, as a storm breaks. Again, in the second paragraph of the section he places himself in the scene, "with books, paper and ink, ready for a week's storm-enforced solitude." He meditates on the scene around him: "the swirling, shifting whites of winter, page without words, blank silence that sings, movement that is changeless, expressive of nothing ... looking out, seeing inward ... there is all color in whiteness...
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